
 

 

 

Proteclight, makes your emergencies safe
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04 82 83 96 69

SPIRALED SUITCASE WITH
6 LED LIGHTS

173.91€ HT

Technical Sheet
NUMBER OF SPIRALEDS 6 Spiraleds

AVAILABLE COLOURS Red; Orange; Yellow; Blue; 
Green; White

FLASHING PROGRAMS 9
 programs + Flashlight function

LIGHT DIFFUSION 360°

AUTONOMY ~ 50H

POWER SUPPLY Main charger + Cig plug

CASE DIMENSIONS 45 x 37.5 x 6.5 cm

CASE + SPIRALEDS WEIGHT 3.2kg

SPIRALED WEIGHT 200g
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SPIRALED SUITCASE WITH 6 LED LIGHTS
Suitcase with 6 Spiraled.


+ Main charger.


+ Cigarette Lighter charger.


This case contains 6 LED beacons, ideal for a luminous signalling for any situation. These led beacons can be used to mark a 

dangerous area or to alert of any event on the tracks such as works or a construction site in progress. Mainly used by the Fire 

Brigade, the Police, the Gendarmerie, the emergency services or the road safety personnel, this case containing 6 very resistant 

led beacons is the flagship product for an adapted and successful luminous signalling system.

Presentation of the case of 6 led beacons

This case contains 6 unbreakable, totally waterproof and rechargeable spiral-shaped LED lights. This kit of 6 coloured luminous 

beacons allows safe and secure road, worksite and danger signalling. This case of led lights is used in situations such as road 

checks, site and landing zone beacons, safety signs for Advanced Medical Post (PMA) or for ground markings on the lanes to alert 

other users of an intervention or a change of route.

Characteristics of the Case of 6 led lights.

These 6 colored beacons in a case included allow a signalling system corresponding to your needs.  These 6 led beacons have 9 

flashing programs as well as a flashlight program located in the center of the led beacon. These flashing programs as well as its 

shape allow a 360° signalling for a total and optimal signalling. Equipped with a magnetised and magnetic area, these 6 light 

beacons can be fixed on a magnetised area such as a vehicle or a magnetised surface. These products are totally waterproof, 

allowing them to be functional even in rainy weather. Moreover, thanks to their protection around the led beacon, these beacons 

are unbreakable even after a heavy vehicle has passed by.

Each beacon has 9 flashing modes as well as a flash mode allowing to illuminate an area in a continuous way thanks to a flashlight 

function integrated in the center of the led light beacon.

This case is multifunctional: it allows to store the beacons intuitively and has a mains charger and a cigarette lighter socket, 

allowing to recharge the LED beacons once stored. The autonomy of these beacons is approximately 50 hours depending on the 

flashing program selected.

The dimensions of the case are 37.5 x 45 x 6.5 cm for a weight of 3.2kg with the six beacons inside, knowing that a single led 

light beacon weighs 200g.

There are a total of six colours for these led beacons: Orange, Red, Blue, Green, Yellow and White.

Advantages of the case of 6 led beacons.

This suitcase of 6 led beacons included is ideal in order to mark out an area of intervention and signalling.

The main advantages of these led beacons are that they are totally waterproof and very resistant, that they have an average 

autonomy of 50 hours, that they allow a total light signal at 360° and that each beacon has 9 light signal programs as well as an 

integrated flashlight function. These LED flashing beacons can be placed on the ground or fixed to vehicles thanks to their 

integrated magnets.

These beacons are available in Blue, White, Red, Yellow, Orange and Green to have a colour adapted to your needs.

Discover our range of safety light beacons right here.
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